1. OVERVIEW

This User’s Manual describes GT16 protective sheet (Covered USB environmental protection cover type) hereafter referred to as the Protective sheet. The following protective sheets are available.

For the applicable GOTs, refer to GT16 User’s Manual (Hardware).

2. PART NAMES AND EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS

3. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

1) If the old protective sheet is attached, remove the sheet from the lower right of the GOT, and clean the GOT surface. (Peel off the sheet slowly.)

2) Peel the release paper of the back of the new protective sheet. With the protective film left on the sheet surface, attach the sheet so that the POWERLED hole is just on the POWER LED of the GOT.

3) When attaching the protective sheet onto the GOT display section, make sure to fit the protective sheet onto the section closely without leaving any air between them. Failure to do so may cause a malfunction.

4) Remove the protective film from the protective sheet. When the user continues using the GOT with the protective film, the film may not be removed.

Note that if the Protective sheet is attached while the GOT display section is exposed to hazardous conditions, resulting in death or severe injury, this product has been manufactured as a general purpose part for other duties.

Specifications subject to change without notice.